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Albalonga 3 | With Carlo Mosca and Winnie Backlund

BASIC TRAINING

international ed.
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Description

Quadra is organizing the second 
international edition of the course in 
transformative mediation techniques. The 
course is a unique opportunity to practice 
the transformative method under the 
guidance of Winnie Backlund and Carlo 
Mosca. The event, organized in four days 
in which the participants will acquire the 
skills necessary for the exercise of 
transformative mediation, is particularly 
indicated to those mediators who wish to 
approach them-selves for the first time to 
this technique.

Participants will gain an understanding of 
the theory and basic skills necessary for 
the practice of transformative mediation 
which includes:
• Understanding transformative conflict 

theory and the concepts of 
empowerment and recognition.

• An understanding of the relationship 
between a third party intervener's 
motivations and the interventions used 
in practice;

• The skills to focus on and attend to the 
moment-by-moment interactions of the 
participants;

• The ability to truly facilitate and 
engage in non-directive interventions 
which respect the participants' 
competence and good faith;

• The capacity to take a responsive 
rather than directive or evaluative role 
in intervention.

The course will be held in Rome in 
June the 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th 2013. 
If participants are interested, Quadra 
has some partners regarding 
accommodation in Rome (please 
contact us to check out hotel prices for 
this event).

This training is advised to...

The course is aimed primarily at those 
who wish to gain the basic skills in 
transformative mediation (regardless of 
previous trainings in other approaches - 
eg. Problem-solving - and educational 
qualification).
The course is nonetheless useful, beyond 
the objectives described above, to all 

those who wish to assist their clients in 
mediation as consultants or who find 
themselves managing situations of 
conflict and wish learn new techniques to 
approach the same.

Organization details

1st day (09.00 - 17.00)

- Introduction to the course
- It is the goal that determines the 
practice ...

- Empowerment and Recognition: 
Exercise No. 1: “Personal experiences 
of conflict”

- Plenary on exercise No. 1
- Examples of conflicts: demo
- Basic techniques: active listening
- Exercise no. 2: "The silent mediator"
- Plenary on exercise No. 2
- End of Day 1

2nd day (09.00 - 17:00)

- Conflict and mediation: discussion on 
day 1

- What is mediation?: Exercise No. 3: 
"Interview with a client"



- Initial speech: guidelines and exercise 
No. 4: “The initial interview”

- Plenary on exercise No. 4
- Empowerment : Exercise No. 5: "Getting 
clearer"

- Plenary on exercise No. 5
- Being directive in mediation: learning 
points (the experience of 
empowerment; how to be supportive; 
how to remain non-directive, responsing 
skills)

- Mediation Demo
- Plenary on demo
- End of day 2

3rd day (09:00 to 12:30 and 14.00 - 
17.00)

- Discussion on day 2
- The intervention of the mediator: 
Microskills vs. Macroskills

- Basic tecniques: attending - monitoring 
- responding

- The vulnerability of the mediator: 
Exercise No. 6: "Vulnerability"

- Plenary on Exercise no. 6
- Support the movement towards 
Empowerment and Recognition: 
mirroring - summary - check-in

- Basic techniques: Mirroring (reflecting) 
and exercises no. 7 and 8

- Plenary on exercises no. 7 and 8
- Basic techniques: Summary 
(summarizing) and exercise No. 9

- Plenary on exercise No. 9
- Basic techniques: Checking-in
- Final plenary
- End of day 3

4th day (09.00 - 12.30 and 13:50 to 5:00 
p.m.)

- Discussion on day 3
- Basic Techniques: Timing of 
interventions and exercise no. 10: "The 
Cues Skills"

- Mediation Demo
- Exercise no. 11 "Case study"
- Final plenary
- Closing of the course 

Faculty: C. Mosca and W. Backlund
20 seats available 

only



Carlo Mosca

Responsible for training and development 
programs at Quadra, that he founded in 
2003. He is also trainer for Concilia srl, 
accredited by the Italian Ministry of 
Justice.
In 1995 he launched, and run for years as 
managing director Curia Mercatorum, one 
of the first mediation centres in the 
country. A CEDR (London) accredited 
mediator in 1996, he then served as 
CEDR training faculty (2000-07) attending 
to courses in the UK and Italy. He has 
been one of the first European mediators 
accredited as transformative mediator by 
the ISCT. He is also a lawyer specialising 
in international trade law, and served as 
arbitrator for the ICC and other arbitral 
institutions. He authored Mediazione in 
2000, and La Mediazione ex decreto 
28/10 in 2011.

Winnie Backlund

She has over 25 years of experience as a 
mediator, trainer and conflict educator. 
She mediates community, family/divorce, 
and workplace conflicts and serves as a 
member of the Court Custody Mediation 
Advisory Panel in Pennsylvania where she 
is a Court Approved Mediator Supervisor. 
In addition, she is Vice Chair of the 
Pennsylvania Advisory Committee to the 
Task Force on Alternative Dispute 
Resolution. She has been a pioneer in the 
development and practice of Elder 
Mediation and she is author of “Elder 
Mediation: Why a Relational Model Works” 
published in Transformative Mediation: A 
Sourcebook (ISCT 2010). Winnie is an 
adjunct faculty member at Hofstra 
University and Temple University where 
she teaches mediation. She is a Fellow at 
the Institute for the Study of Conflict 
Transformation and she serves on the 
Institute’s management team.

FACULTY PROFILES



Prices and payment options:

BEFORE March 31, 2013: euro 1.700 + VAT*

AFTER March 31, 2013: euro 1.950 + VAT*

*VAT = 21% (NOTE: VAT HAS TO BE PAID IF DUE. IF YOU ARE NOT SURE 
VAT HAS TO BE APPLIED IN YOUR CASE, PLEASE CONTACT US. 
GENERAL RULE IS THAT VAT APPLIES ONLY IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES 
NOT HAVE A VAT NUMBER (OR SIMILAR) IN HIS COUNTRY.)

Info and registrations:

CONCILIA S.r.l., Via Castelfidardo, 18 – 00185 ROMA,
Tel. 06 42016845 – Fax: 06 93387583
E: concilia@concilia.it

in collaboration with

Would you like to pay just a deposit for this training? If you wish, you can now pay only only 
15% of the total amount, as a deposit. The outstanding amount can be paid 7 days before the 
beginning of the training.

mailto:concilia@concilia.it
mailto:concilia@concilia.it


Master Class in Transformative 
Mediation

2 days of advanced training for mediators:  
theory and practice

12 and 13 June 2013 | Roma, Centro Studi CTS - Via Albalonga 3 
With Joseph P. Folger and Judy Saul

ADVANCED TRAINING

international ed.

in collaboration with



Description

Transformative Practice:  Core Purpose 
and Key Challenges

This interactive workshop will provide an 
opportunity to explore the underlying 
premises of the transformative approach 
to mediation practice and to address the 
key challenges it raises in practice.
How does a mediators' underlying 
purpose shape his or her specific 
approach to practice during 
interventions? 
What should a mediation process look like 
if we assume that conflict is a crisis in 
human interaction?
What third party role and interventions 
support the transformation of the parties' 
conflict from the bottom up? 
This workshop will address three types of 
challenges that transformative conflict 
intervention practitioners often face.  
Specifically, it will cover: 
1) Value challenges – when and why the 
core commitments of the model are 
difficult to sustain in practice;
2) Cognitive challenges – the mental 
orientation and cognitive agility needed to 

perform the skills of a transformative 
practitioner;
3) Communication challenges – the 
communication skills a mediator needs to 
enact a transformative intervention.

This training will be held in Roma @ 
Sede Centro Studi CTS, via Albalonga 3, 
in June 12-13, 2013

Schedule: everyday from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.

20 seats available only



Joseph Folger

Professor of Adult and Organisational Development at 
Temple University in Philadelphia Pennsylvania. He is a co-
founder, Fellow and Board member of the Institute for the 
Study of Conflict Transformation. He assisted with the 
design and delivery of the United States Postal Service 
REDRESS mediation program, and has conducted 
assessment and benchmarking research for mediation 
agencies. He has worked extensively as a third party 
intervener in organisational, community, court and small 
group disputes. Professor Folger has published extensively 
in the areas of communication and conflict, mediation, and 
third party intervention processes. His books include the 
award winning volumes, Working Through Conflict: 
Strategies for Relationships, Groups and Organisations (7th 
edition, with M.S. Poole and R.K. Stutman) and The Promise 
of Mediation (with R.B. Bush, 1st and 2nd editions) as well 
as editing Designing Mediation: Approaches to Training and 
Practice within the Transformative Framework (with R.B. 
Bush), and Transformative Mediation: A Sourcebook (with 
R.B. Bush and D. Della Noce.)

Judy Saul

She has almost three decades of experience in mediation, 
facilitation and training. She is a Fellow and Board member 
of the Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation, and 
through the Institute, a Certified Transformative Mediator ©. 
Ms. Saul founded and ran a community mediation centre for 
over 25 years, directing the centre's training of community 
volunteers and developing conflict education curricula for 
young people, adults and professionals. She has designed 
and implemented basic and advanced training for 
mediators as well as mediator coaching and assessment 
processes. She is an adjunct faculty member at the School 
of Law at Hofstra University, where she teaches mediation. 
She has trained transformative mediators internationally for 
the Institute and for the United States Postal Service’s 
REDRESS Program. In addition to her mediating 
interpersonal disputes, Ms. Saul facilitates organisational, 
multi-party, environmental and public participation 
processes. She is on the roster of the US Institute for 
Environmental Conflict Resolution. Along with Institute 
colleagues, she developed Transformative Dialogue, 
applying the relational framework to dialogue and 
development processes in communities that have 
experienced ethnic and political conflict.

FACULTY PROFILES



Prices and payment options:

BEFORE March 31, 2013: euro 850.00 + VAT*

AFTER March 31, 2013: euro 950.00 + VAT*

*VAT = 21% (NOTE: VAT HAS TO BE PAID IF DUE. IF YOU ARE NOT SURE 
VAT HAS TO BE APPLIED IN YOUR CASE, PLEASE CONTACT US. 
GENERAL RULE IS THAT VAT APPLIES ONLY IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES 
NOT HAVE A VAT NUMBER (OR SIMILAR) IN HIS COUNTRY.)

Info and registrations:

CONCILIA S.r.l., Via Castelfidardo, 18 – 00185 ROMA,
Tel. 06 42016845 – Fax: 06 93387583
E: concilia@concilia.it

in collaboration with

Would you like to pay just a deposit for this training? If you wish, you can now pay only only 
15% of the total amount, as a deposit. The outstanding amount can be paid 7 days before the 
beginning of the training.

mailto:concilia@concilia.it
mailto:concilia@concilia.it


 

 

!
REGISTRATION!FORM!

!(To!be!sent!to!concilia@concilia.it,!or!to!fax!no.!+39!06!93387583)!
!

!

Congress(
Title:!2nd(International(Congress(on(Transformative(Mediation(organized(by(Quadra,(ADR(division(of(Tiaki(s.r.l.!

Date!and!venue:!June(10(and(11,(2013(–(ROMA(–(@(Unicredit(Bank(HQ(K(Viale(Tupini(180(K(Roma(EUR!(

Options(
☐ (Registration(to(public(free(session(ONLY((9.30(–(13.00(/(June(10,(2013)(
☐ (Registration(to(one(workshop:(€(350(+(VAT((reduced(to(€(250(+(VAT(if(before(March(30,(2013)*(
☐ (Registration(to(two(workshop:(€(550(+(VAT((reduced(to(€(400(+(VAT(if(before(March(30,(2013)*(
☐ (Registration(to(three(workshop:(€(700(+(VAT((reduced(to(€(500(+(VAT(if(before(March(30,(2013)*(
☐ (Registration(to(dinner(for(professionals(on(June(10,(2013:(€(80(
(

*VAT(=(21%((NOTE:(VAT(HAS(TO(BE(PAID(IF(DUE.(IF(YOU(ARE(NOT(SURE(VAT(HAS(TO(BE(APPLIED(IN(YOUR(CASE,(PLEASE(CONTACT(US.(
GENERAL(RULE(IS(THAT(VAT(APPLIES(ONLY(IF(THE(PARTICIPANT(DOES(NOT(HAVE(A(VAT(NUMBER((OR(SIMILAR)(IN(HIS(COUNTRY.)(

Please!select!the!workshops!you!wish!to!participate!to:(
(
☐Workshop(I(–(Transformative!Mediation:!the!Basics!(Winnie!Backlund,!USA;!Richard!Hill,!UK)(
☐Workshop(II(–(Mediation!and!Courts:!An!Inevitably!Dangerous!Liaison?!(Carlo!Alberto!Calcagno,!Italy;!Jody!Miller,!USA;!Judy!Saul,!USA)!
☐Workshop(III(–(Working!on!Legal!Definitions,!and!Structuring!of!Mediation!(Carlo!Mosca,!Italy;!Dan!Simon,!USA)(
☐Workshop(IV(–(Transformative!Conflict!Management!within!Organisations!(Anja!Baukloh,!Italy;!Carol!Bloom,!USA;!Joseph!Folger,!USA;!
Basia!Solarz,!Canada)(
☐Workshop(V(–(Transformative!Mediation!as!a!Response!to!Workplace!Bullying!and!Other!Victim!Offender!Situations!(John!Peter!Weldon,!
Canada;!Jane!Gunn,!U.K.;!Antonio!Nascimben,!Italy)(
☐Workshop(VI(–(Family!and!Elder!Transformative!Mediation!(Winnie!Backlund,!USA;!Rossana!Novati,!Italy;!Andrea!Pujatti,!Italy;!Dan!Simon,!
USA)(
☐Workshop(VII(–(Transformative!Mediators’!Skills:!Preserving!Selfbdetermination!in!Mediation!(Carol!Bloom,!USA;!Joseph!Folger,!USA;!Carlo!
Mosca,!Italy)(
☐Workshop(VIII(–((So!Called)!Intractable!Conflicts:!How!to!Deal!with!HighbConflict!Parties!(Richard!Hill,!UK;!Jody!Miller,!USA;!Basia!Solarz,!
Canada)(
☐Workshop(IX(–(Teaching!Conflict!Transformation!Mediation!at!School!(Vincenza!Bonsignore,!Italy;!Judy!Saul,!USA;!Giovanni!Scotto,!Italy) 

Trainings(related(to(the(Congress(
☐ (Registration!to:(“Basic(Mediation(Training(K(The(Transformative(Approach(to(Mediation(K(ENGLISH(LANGUAGE(|(4(days((June(12K15,(
2013)(–(2(International(Ed.–(With(Carlo(Mosca((ITA)(and(Winnie(Backlund((USA):(€(1950,00((reduced(to(€(1700,(if(before(March(31,(2013)*(
☐ (Registration!to:(“Master(Class(in(Transformative(Mediation(K(With(Joseph(P.(Folger(and(Judith(Saul(–(Transformative(Practice:((Core(
Purpose(and(Key(Challenges(–(June(12K13,(2013(–(With(Joseph(P.(Folger(e(Judith(Saul((USA):(€(950,00((reduced(to(€(850,00,(if(before(March(
31,(2013)*(

(

*VAT(=(21%((NOTE:(VAT(HAS(TO(BE(PAID(IF(DUE.(IF(YOU(ARE(NOT(SURE(VAT(HAS(TO(BE(APPLIED(IN(YOUR(CASE,(PLEASE(CONTACT(US.(
GENERAL(RULE(IS(THAT(VAT(APPLIES(ONLY(IF(THE(PARTICIPANT(DOES(NOT(HAVE(A(VAT(NUMBER((OR(SIMILAR)(IN(HIS(COUNTRY.)(

Participant(Info(
Name!and!Surname:!

City/country!and!date!of!birth:!

Address:!

ZIP:! City:! !

Tel:! Cell:! Fax:!

Ebmail:!
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Education:!

Profession:!

Invoice(Info(
Corporate/Professional!Name:!

Address:!

Zip:! City:! !

VAT/TAX!number:! Ebmail:!

Payment(and(Options!

Payment!has!to!be!wired!within!5!days!to:!Beneficiary:!Tiaki!srl!b!Bank:!CentroMarca!Banca!b!IBAN:!IT!27!M!08749!61900!0080!0045!5011!
BIC/SWIFT:!ICRAITRRKT0!
!
Option!
☐ (I!wish!to!pay!15%!of!the!total!amount!within!5!days!and!the!outstanding!amount!(85%)!before!June!1,!2013.!

!

TERMS!!

The!following!conditions!generally!apply!to!trainings!and!events!requiring!a!fee.!Clauses!3b5b9b10!shall!be!also!applicable!to!events!and!
meetings!free!of!charge.!!

1.!Training!fees,!if!participants!choose!to!pay!with!bank!transfer,!need!to!be!paid!within!5!days!after!Tiaki!s.r.l.!has!sent!confirmation!of!the!
registration.!!

2.!If!a!given!training!offers!the!possibility!to!pay!only!a!deposit,!the!participant!accepts!to!pay!the!outstanding!amount!on!or!before!the!date!
stated!in!the!registration!form!of!that!training.!!

3.!The!fee!(for!both!trainings!and!events)!includes:!the!right!to!participate,!materials!and,!if!specifically!stated,!working!lunches!and!coffee!
breaks.!Expenses!due!to!travels,!accommodation!and!dinners!are!not!included!(if!not!specifically!stated).!!

4.!All!trainings!have!a!maximum!participants!number!of!participants!of!30!(except!if!stated!otherwise).!!

5.!Tiaki!s.r.l.!owns!the!copyright!of!all!materials!given!to!the!participants.!Its!use!beyond!personal!learning!and!training!attendance!is!forbidden!
(except!if!explicit!consent!is!given!by!Tiaki!s.r.l.)!!

6.!Tiaki!s.r.l.!reserves!the!right!to!cancel!or!postpone!any!training,!consequently!reimbursing!participation!fees!or!attributing!them!to!another!
training!chosen!by!the!participant.!!

7.!Participants!may!switch!their!attendance!with!someone!else!if!communicated!within!3!days!from!the!beginning!of!the!training.!!

8.!Cancelations!made!at!least!15!days!before!the!beginning!of!the!training!give!the!right!to!a!full!refund.!Cancelations!made!between!7!and!14!
days!before!the!beginning!of!the!training!give!right!to!a!50%!refund.!Cancelations!made!before!6!days!from!the!beginning!of!the!training!will!
not!be!refunded.!!

9.!Tiaki!s.r.l.!urges!participants!to!have!maximum!punctuality.!Tiaki!s.r.l.'s!trainings!are!interactive!and!the!absence!of!one!or!more!participants!
may!impact!negatively!on!their!progress.!On!its!side,!Tiaki!s.r.l.!will!respect!scrupulously!training!timebtables!and!schedules.!!

10.!Personal!data!communicated!by!each!participant!will!be!treated!by!Tiaki!s.r.l.!in!full!respect!of!actual!privacy!laws!in!Italy.!

!

INFO:!
!

CONCILIA!S.r.l.,!Via!Castelfidardo,!18!–!00185!ROMA,!
Tel.!+39!06!42016845!–!Fax:!+39!06!93387583!–!E:!concilia@concilia.it!

!
Date!!!!!!!!!!!!____________________________!

!

Signature!!!____________________________!


